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1Energy Efficient Mobile Video Streaming Using
Mobility
Panayiotis Kolios, Katerina Papadakiy, Vasilis Friderikosz
Abstract—Undeniably the support of data services over the
wireless Internet is becoming increasingly challenging with the
plethora of different characteristic requirements of each service
type. Evidently, about half of the data traffic shifted across the
Internet to date consists of multimedia content such as video clips
or music files that necessitate stringent real-time constraints in
playback and for which increasing volumes of data should be
shifted with the introduction of higher quality content.
This work recasts the problem of multimedia content delivery
in the mobile Internet. We propose an optimization framework
with the major tenet being that real-time playback constraints
can be satisfied while at the same time enabling controlled
delay tolerance in packet transmission by capitalizing on pre-
fetching and data buffering. More specifically two strategies are
proposed amenable for real time implementation that utilize
the inherent delay tolerance of popular applications based on
different flavours of HTTP streaming. The proposed mechanisms
have the potential of achieving many-fold energy efficiency gains
at no cost on the perceived user experience.
Index Terms—Mobile video, Energy efficiency, Cellular Net-
works, Store-carry and Forward
I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular networking solutions are expected to provide a
significant boost in meeting the requirements for higher
datarates and increased traffic demand while maintaining and
even reducing the communication energy expenditure [1].
Evidently, the interest has shifted towards the deployment of
heterogeneous access technologies that will allow not only
an increase in aggregated throughput but further alleviate
the burden of heavy loaded cells by offloading traffic over
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), either through Wi-
Fi access points or femtocells or co-existence of both. However
it remains to be seen how the multiple WLANs will affect
the network performance and user experience and how they
will eventually contribute to the total energy consumption.
Clearly, short range communication achieved by such small
cell deployments would result in increased energy efficiency
gains on the transmission link; however both the embodied
energy (i.e., the manufacturing energy cost) and operational
power consumption of the multiple WLAN circuitry will most
certainly contribute substantially to the total energy budget. It
is important to note also that such heterogenous topologies are
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only applicable in urban scenarios where a wired infrastructure
is in place for WLAN installment. For the suburban and rural
areas (with approximately 80% of the total BS nodes being
deployed [2]) the absence of the wired network precludes the
realization of such heterogenous deployments.
In this work we consider a complementary to previous
proposals networking solution for cellular networks that is
applicable for urban, suburban and rural scenarios. Broadly
speaking these cellular network deployments are similar in the
sense that provide ubiquitous connectivity with the difference
being on the actual density of the nodes (i.e., BSs) in the
network; which can be translated to available network capacity.
For example as the density of nodes decrease, i.e., as we
move from urban to suburban and rural network deployments,
the delay required to achieve substantial savings in terms of
energy consumption changes. Therefore, the set of mecha-
nisms detailed hereafter can be equally applied to all different
network settings which will translate to different benefits/gains
depending on the specific network topology/deployment.
An interesting observation to be made at this point is that
the dramatic increase in data usage demand is accredited to the
full integration and support of Internet services over wireless
networks. Together with the increasing processing capabilities
of mobile terminals, customers have come to expect the
same broadband experience in both fixed and mobile Internet
access. Mobile network operators already report many-fold
increase in data traffic over their networks (5000% in the
case of AT&T [3]) while Cisco forecasts that this increase
in data traffic demand will continue to grow exponentially
over the several coming years [4]. While voice will still retain
its popularity, more bandwidth hungry applications including
file sharing, News feed updates and, especially, multimedia
content consumption diminish the impact of voice services on
the system performance. Also, while file sharing is currently
contributing the dominating percentage in data traffic demand,
it is anticipated that video content will surpass within the
current year and will contribute to the excess of 60%-70%
of the total traffic in the near future according to Cisco [4]
and Qualcomm [5], respectively.
Interestingly, this shift from voice-like communication to
mobile Internet widens significantly the elasticity in message
delivery delays solely due to the broad range of user expec-
tations for each individual service offered. While interactive
applications such as voice communication and Web browsing
set a stringent delay deadline constraint on the end-to-end
path, file downloading, email access, News feeds updates and
video and audio services to name a few, allow for a significant
flexibility in delivery delay. For example, the downloading
2experience from requesting a movie file will not be affected
severely or at all if total download time takes instead of 5
minutes, 6 minutes or more; especially if significant energy
efficiency gains can be achieved as we will discuss in the
sequel. Furthermore, while streaming a movie file (from, lets
say, Youtube) it does not affect the user experience if the
playback buffer contains 30 seconds of extra playback time or
the total file size (which can be in the order of few minutes)
at any one time. This is to say that as long as playback is not
interrupted, the perceived user experience remains the same
irrespective of the buffer size and thus the delay in fragment
transmissions. Obviously, the same conditions hold for audio
downloading/ streaming as well.
The advantage of the increase in delay tolerance is that the
BS (and equally, the users) can defer transmission of packets
for time instances in which the underlying channel conditions
of the wireless link are anticipated to be in a more favourable
state. Doing so can result to a number of improvements
in communication as we have previously discussed in [6]
with energy efficiency being the prominent example since
reduced power would be needed to successfully transmit the
buffered data packets. Figure 1 serves as an illustration of
the multiplicity of transmit opportunities that arise from an
increase in delay tolerance during packet delivery.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed mechanical forwarding scheme in cellular
networks.
The figure illustrates a single mobile terminal that moves
along a stretch of road with replicas of the terminal showing its
future positions. The particular road segment is covered by a
cellular basestation that provides communication to the termi-
nal in motion. For the sake of this example, it is assumed that
the terminal requests to download a file (equivalently upload a
file) as soon as it enters the cell coverage. Traditionally, the file
exchange will commence immediately and will last for as long
as it takes for the file to be delivered in a best effort manner.
Evidently, this strategy is followed for simple file transfers
or multimedia delivery services that have real-time constraints
(as discussed in Sec. II below). Clearly, this strategy fails to
take into consideration the inherent delay tolerance in content
delivery. Instead, the terminal can postpone the request for a
later time (and always under the delay deadline constraints)
until it gets closer to the basestation as shown by the set of
future transmit opportunities (set of links in 2) in the figure.
By doing so, localized transmissions can be achieved that can
greatly reduce the energy consumption in transmission. More
importantly, it should be emphasized that this postponement
can be achieved even in the case when real-time playback
constraints are imposed as in the case of mobile video delivery.
In this case, data exchange can commence immediately so as to
allow for playback to begin while additional data transfers for
buffering of content ahead of playback can be done only during
time instances with favourable link gains. This is to say, that
only few media fragments are delivered during bad channel
conditions while larger volumes exchanged only during good
conditions.
It should be emphasized here that the proposed scheme
differs from drive-through Internet [7], [8]. The latter concept
deals with content delivery when there is intermittent con-
nectivity while here we assume that connectivity is perpetual.
Instead what is proposed here is that informed decisions are
made on content delivery based the channel gains antici-
pated in the future that arise due to terminal mobility and
delivery delay. The proposed approach is also different from
delay tolerant networking where end-to-end communication is
achieved over time due to network topology restrictions [9].
The network topology considered here follows the cellular
structure where mobile terminals are directly connected to
the BS in a single hop. As before, in the proposed solution
communication is deliberately delayed to improve on the
system energy efficiency.
In our previous work [10], we termed this method of deliv-
ering delay tolerant traffic in cellular networks as Mechanical
Forwarding (MF) due to the fact that the actual mobility of
nodes is used within the cell. Even though the method of
delivering delay tolerant traffic is based on the same principles
as in paper [10], this paper deals explicitly with video whereas
[10] considers generic delay tolerant traffic. As a result, we
develop a model that optimizes traffic specifically for video. In
our previous studies we considered the delivery of chunks of
messages as one file with a single message delivery delay. Here
on the other hand, we extend that concept and show how it
can be applied to the delivery of multimedia content with real-
time delivery constraints. More specifically we concentrate on
video/ audio content delivery, where one of the constraints
is for the user experience to remain uninterrupted. An initial
idea of this concept was described in the magazine article [11],
without the mathematical formulation, implementation of the
model and numerical simulations.
In the following section (Section II) we review the current
trends in video content delivery over wireless networks and
introduce the terminology that is going to be used in the rest
of the paper. The system model is detailed in Section III. MF
schemes are derived in Section IV where the mathematical
framework is detailed and the message forwarding decisions
policies are derived. Further, the performance of the proposed
MF paradigm is evaluated in Section V and the potential
energy efficiency gains achieved over current implementations
are illustrated. Section VI comments on related work found
in the literature and finally the outcomes of this work are
summarized in Section VII.
II. VIDEO CONTENT DELIVERY METHODS
In this section we review the video content delivery methods
that have evolved over the years and introduce the terminology
to be used in the forthcoming sections. A more detailed
description of the different technologies can be found in [12],
[13] and [14].
3To date, there exist two distinct content delivery methods;
either through managed or unmanaged networks. Video de-
livered to subscribers over managed networks uses dedicated
infrastructure (for example, cable TV) that supports multicast
transmissions with stringent quality of service requirements for
high quality viewing experience. Nevertheless, the inherently
high monetary cost of deploying and maintaining such infras-
tructure makes it very unattractive to many content creators.
Hence this work does not investigated managed networks
but instead focuses on unmanaged networks. Unmanaged net-
works (also known as over-the-top (OTT) solutions) capitalize
on the traditional Internet infrastructure to shift video files
similar to any other datagram service. As such, OTT solu-
tions have become increasingly popular to both amateur and
professional content creators due to the flexibility and ease of
developing multimedia services for the Internet. For example,
Warner Bros in the USA offers online viewing options for its
movies not only through its dedicated website but also through
its Facebook page. Moreover, and due to the flexibility of OTT
solutions, several different delivery methods have been made
possible.
In the sequel all existing delivery methods are identified and
described. These methods can be classified as follows:
1) Live content delivery
2) Video-on-Demand (VoD) (time shifted content delivery)
a) Traditional Streaming (TS)
b) Progressive download (PD)
c) Adaptive streaming (AS)
3) Electronic sell-through (EST)
Live content delivery is supported through the many real-
time protocols available on the Internet. In addition, time-
shifted content delivery can be easily accessed through the
myriad of available repositories such as the iPlayer and
Radioplayer of BBC in the UK. Clearly, the advantage of
this approach is that personalized schedules can be achieved
to serve the individual needs. As a result video-on-demand
(VOD) services have aroused as one of the most popular
alternatives to live viewing for time-shifted content delivery.
At the same time, electronic sell-through (EST) services have
been developed to enable the purchase of content which can
in turn be legally downloaded and owned by users for future
playback. Once content is purchased, EST services employ
either customary file transfer protocols or peer-to-peer links to
deliver the multimedia to the user in a best-effort manner. On
the contrary, live viewing and VOD posse real-time constraints
on the delivery of multimedia files and as a result special
considerations need to be made when delivering such OTT
services. A large body of work has been looking at different
ways of dealing with this real-time constraints and as a
result three distinct methods have emerged, namely traditional
streaming, progressive download and adaptive streaming; with
an overview of each method provided in the sequel. Further-
more, table I summarises the characteristics and application of
the different delivery methods.
TABLE I
VIDEO DELIVERY METHOD CHARACTERISTICS
Method Delay Constraints Example Service
Live Real-time Silverlight, VLC
Player, Adobe
Flash Player
VoD Real-time playback
and varying buffering
YouTube, Vimeo,
Spotify
EST Elastic Apple iTunes,
Amazon, Google
Play
A. Traditional Streaming (TS)
Similar to other best-effort protocols available on the In-
ternet, traditional streaming is a client-server model in which
upon request, the server transmits portions of the multimedia
content sequentially and playback commencing right after
packet reception. The transmission rate always meets the
media playback rate and thus minimal buffering of content
takes place at the client. Hence, a thin terminal with marginal
resource requirements is needed at the client side. However,
since minimal buffering takes place, the connection between
the client and the server is kept alive through the session.
Evidently, with TS a relatively stable data rate is required to
avoid gaps in the playback of multimedia content. In addition
the media stream is discarded as soon as the content has been
consumed at the client and thus no time-shifting is possible.
To date, the approach is used mostly for live content delivery
either from TV or radio broadcasters through one of the
available OTT solutions such as Microsoft’s Windows Media
Services and Apple’s QuickTime player.
With TS, either the client requests portions of the multime-
dia content based on its achieved data rate and buffer status or
alternatively report to the server its achievable data rate and
buffer status which then decides on the transmission intervals.
B. Progressive Download (PD)
Contrary to TS, progressive download heavily capitalizes
on buffering to minimize playback stalls. Using PD, a media
file is requested from the server which then delivers the file
in a best-effort manner using in most cases HTTP over the
TCP protocol. PD capitalizes on broadband connections to
deliver enough portions of the video/audio file which are
buffered on the client ahead of playback and downloading
continuous until all the portions of the file have been delivered.
Playback is decoupled from downloading with the former
commencing as soon as enough content has been received.
PD has become quite a popular multimedia delivery method
employed by many content providers including YouTube (for
entertainment), Vimeo (for better quality content) and Insta-
gram (for short clips or slideshow).
Unlike TS, the received media file is stored at the client
(in most cases in the cache memory of the browser) while the
session lasts so that is can be replayed; avoiding in this way
the need of future retransmissions. Also, the server maintains
multiple copies of the media file in various qualities to support
4devices of different capabilities. Upon initial request of the
media file, the server chooses the copy of the media file that
matches the device capabilities and uses that file throughout
the rest of the session. As with TS, this approach works well
for the fixed Internet where the data rate does not change
abruptly. For the mobile Internet however, the approach can
result in playback stalls and re-buffering in locations with low
coverage and especially for users on the movie for whom the
wireless channel conditions change continuously. Moreover,
since the downloading is decoupled from the playback, con-
siderable resource can go to waste if the user decides not to
watch part or the whole media file by the time the whole
download completes.
C. Adaptive Streaming (AS)
Adaptive streaming is the most recent take-up to multimedia
content delivery that aims to address the shortfalls of PD while
encompassing all the good elements of both TS and PD. For
example, AS communicates media files through HTTP over
TCP similar to PD. It also employs buffering but limits the
buffer size to a small portion of the video that is application
controlled. As with PD, the client requests media files from the
server (i.e., it is a pull-based protocol) based on the network
conditions and the buffer status. On top, AS is advertised
to provide a highly flexible, scalable and robust solutions by
introducing two main novelties.
Firstly, instead of communicating large media portions (as
is the case with PD), AS chops media files into fragments
(meta-data about each media file fragment is contained within
manifest files). Each fragment is time synchronized with every
other fragment that exists of the same media file across dif-
ferent playback qualities (i.e., the different encoding stream).
In turn, similar to TS, the client and the server communicate
regularly to request/forward media fragments of the same or
different encoding stream depending on the available data rate
and the buffer status. In this way, AS ensures that the quality of
experience is maximized while avoiding any playback freezing
or re-buffering.
Evidently, smaller media fragments enable better re-
quest/forwarding interaction and improves the switching deci-
sions to match viewing experience to the underlying network
capabilities. For this reason, AS is considered by many as the
best alternative to meet the growing user demands for video/
audio delivery and all major vendors have produced variants
of this technology: Apple for example, has created the HTTP
Live Streaming technology which is described within the
IETF draft [15], Microsoft developed the Smooth Streaming
architecture while Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming and
Cisco’s Videoscape platforms are among the other alternatives.
With AS, a finite buffer is set to avoid waste of resources
when playback is abandoned. Most vendors have set a buffer
limit of 30 seconds to be maintained ahead of playback at all
times in order to ensure that re-buffering is reduced.
D. Energy efficiency aspects of the aforementioned technolo-
gies
In this work we consider the energy efficiency aspects of
all three variants in media streaming as described above, in
addition to EST. More specifically, we consider all three major
sources of energy consumption in media content delivery and
storage as described below:
1) the transmit power consumption to successfully commu-
nicate fragments over the wireless interface
2) the circuit power consumption to receive and process the
bits at the client site
3) the power consumption of the memory components to
store media fragments ahead of playback time and for
future replaying
We devise simple and practical message (i.e., fragment) for-
warding strategies from adaptive streaming technologies, that
take into account not only the playback experience but further
the energy efficiency merits of content delivery strategies. It
should be emphasized that the proposed forwarding strategies
do not suggest the change of either AS or EST approaches.
However, both AS and EST allow for dynamic variation in
the delivered and buffered data volume and this flexibility
is capitalized here to optimize both the delivery volume and
the buffer size in order to achieve energy efficiency gains
while ensuring uninterrupted content playback. Furthermore,
we show that instead of simply fixing the buffered content
duration to a fixed value1, an optimized buffer size can result
in substantial energy efficiency gains. Optimized buffering
is also implemented for EST. Overall, two energy efficient
(EE) variants of AS and EST are proposed in this work
that optimize the buffering that needs to take place prior to
multimedia playback, namely EE-AS and EE-EST. Finally we
show that the proposed algorithms are computationally light
to implement and have very small execution times.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Without loss of generality we consider the downlink of a
media file to a single user within an LTE cell of radius D
meters. Clearly the same method can be applied effortlessly to
the uplink and for multiple users. Also, the model is agnostic
of the cellular technology being used for Internet access.
However we make explicit references to documentation of
LTE (and beyond) systems and thus we simply assume that
an LTE cell is considered. As mentioned above, a user could
potentially download a file for a later playback (i.e., the EST
case) or stream a video from a content provider (i.e., the case
of TS, PD and AS).
Let v be the instantaneous velocity of the user. Note that
location and direction of travel information of the users might
be obtained via triangulation or from a GPS sensor. Also it
could be the case that location information is already available
to the users either because it is required for control of infor-
mation or it has been acquired for location based services. The
work in [16] and [17] detail the location information logging
and reporting procedures in LTE. Based on the location of the
user, the distance depended channel gains can be calculated;
for an LTE system the recommendations in [18] are used.
Additionally, shadowing could be used (especially if an urban
1As explained above, most vendors recommend a 30 sec buffer availability
ahead of playback.
5environment is considered) using the shadowing maps of the
cell coverage area.
Let ht(dt) represent the channel gain at a distance dt of the
user from the BS at time t. For a bandwidth B allocated to
the user by the system and with channel codes approximating
the Shannon capacity (as illustrated in [18]), the achievable
datarate R can be calculated as follows:
R(dt) = B log2

1 +
PTxht(dt)
N0B

(1)
where in the above expressions ht(dt) is the channel gain,
PTx is the transmit power and N0 is the noise power spectral
density.
Since AS technologies are shown to be the preferred method
of multimedia content delivery, the work hereafter focuses on
the derivation of AS variants that in addition to maintaining
an uninterrupted playback experience, take a more vigilant
approach to energy efficient transmissions. As such, our focus
is on pull-based approaches where the terminal is allowed to
control the rate by which fragment requests are made to the
media server, without the BS interaction. The only prerequisite
is that the terminal has an estimate of its downlink datarate at
each location within its path. The authors in [19] conducted
empirical measurement studies to illustrate that such location
based estimates of the downlink datarate are not only valid
but also have high correlation across different times of the
day. Similarly we assume here that within the cell coverage
area there are distinct regions Dm of downlink datarate R(m),
where m 2 M = f1; : : : ;Mg, which are defined depending
on the distance from the terminal node (figure 2a).
We consider a media file of N fragments of total size F
bits. Each fragment has a fixed duration so that all fragments
across the different encoded media files are time synchronized.
Therefore each fragment contributes to & seconds of playback
time. Let k 2 K = f1; : : : ;Kg be the kth media encoding
stream with nominal encoding rate Z(k). Clearly then, the
fragment size with encoding rate Z(k) is F (k) = Z(k)& .
It follows that the transmission time of a single fragment
of media encoding stream k in region m within the cell is
 (k;m) = F (k)R(m) ; 8 k 2 K; m 2 M and the minimum
transmission time in each region is (m) = mink( (k;m)).
These encoding rates are usually of multiplicative nature [23],
with Z(k) = 2Z(k   1) = 4Z(k   2) = : : : and therefore
the transmit duration for a fragment of the kth media stream
is an integer multiplicative p(k) = 2k 1 to the minimum
transmission time (m).
IV. MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING FORMULATION
In the following a network flow formulation is introduced
for the problem of finding the best time periods for a client
to request fragments of a media file from all the available
encoding rates. The objective is to find the minimum energy
decision policies for communicating the media file to the user
while achieving an acceptable viewing experience and elim-
inating freezing/ re-buffering of playback under the varying
downlink rate conditions.
A. Space-time-stream Network
A mobile user is considered within the cell that travels with
an instantaneous velocity v. Figure 2a shows an illustrative
example with the mobile user shown at four consecutive
locations within a single cell of m = 4 downlink datarate
regions.
First, we construct a space-time network whereby the loca-
tion of the user is captured every (m) consecutive units of
time. The current position of the mobile node at time epoch t
is represented by (MN; t), for t = 0; 1; : : : ; T . The space-time
network is shown in figure 2b for one mobile user MN .
Further, we consider the existence of K possible encoding
streams. Recall from section III that (m) is the time required
to transmit a single fragment of the media file with the lowest
encoding quality in regionm 2M. Therefore, if a fragment of
double the encoding rate (when k = 2) needs to be transmitted,
communication will occur over two consecutive time periods,
and so on (we elaborate more on this in the sequel). In order to
distinguish between different data encoding streams, K node
replicas are created for every position of the mobile node at
every time period. In this way the 3-dimensional space-time-
stream network is created as shown in figure 2.
The purpose of this space-time-stream network is to capture
the dynamics of the network topology as it evolves over
time. On this network we create a network flow problem as
follows: Specifically, we define a networkG = (V; L) of nodes
V and links L with costs and capacities on each link and
with demands and supplies at each node, where satisfying
demands/supplies in G at minimum cost represents finding
the minimum energy decision policies for communicating the
media file to the user while achieving the acceptable viewing
experience (i.e. eliminating freezing/re-buffering).
We initially consider the simple case of one mobile node
MN (the model can be easily extended to many mobile nodes
and we do that in the simulations in section V). The nodes of
the network consists of the set Vp:
Vp = f(MN; t; k) : t = 0; 1; : : : ; T ; k = 1; : : : ;Kg ; (2)
where (MN; t; k) represents the stage of mobile user MN
being in time epoch t when it streams quality k. Thus the set
of nodes of the space-time network V consists of nodes in Vp,
the BS node and a sink node S: V = fBS; Sg [ Vp. Figure
2c shows an example of network G, where K = 3 encoding
streams are considered.
Further, we define the links of G as L = L1 [ L2 [ L3,
which consists of three distinct subsets defined as follows:
L1 The set of transmission links from the BS to the
mobile node: (BS; j) 2 L1, where j = (MN; t; k) 2
Vp for t = 1; : : : ; T and k = 1; : : : ;K.
L2 Set of links that represent buffering of data at con-
secutive time instances. In this case no transmission
occurs: (i; j) 2 L2, where i = (MN; t; k) 2 Vp and
j = (MN; t+1; k) 2 Vp for all t = 0; : : : ; T 1 and
k = 1; : : : ;K. These are the links that physically
transfer data fragments using the mobility of the
mobile node.
L3 Set of links that connect the last set of replicated
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Fig. 2. The illustrations show the graphical representation of the terminal-
based solution where the original cellular topology (fig. 2a) is converted into
a static space-time network (fig. 2b) that is used to build the directed network
graph in figure 2c.
terminal nodes at time T to the super sink node S:
(i; S) 2 L3, where i = (MN;T; k) 2 Vp for all
k = 1; : : : ;K.
To aid our discussion we introduce the following notation:
for i = (MN; t0; k0) 2 Vp, we denote by t(i) the time epoch
t0 and we denote by k(i) the encoding stream k0, i.e. t(i) = t0,
k(i) = k0.
The example in figure 2c contains all such links to aid
visualization. Links L1 represent transmissions from the BS
to the mobile node MN , and if the link is (BS; i), where
i = (MN; t; k), this means that the node MN will receive
the data fragment sent from the BS via data encoding quality
k at time t. L2 links represent movement of data fragments
via the mobility ofMN , where these data fragments that have
already been received at previous time periods. L3 are virtual
links.
As node replication is done every (m) units of time, links
in L1 can only forward a single media fragment while L2
links connect the mobile node at consecutive intervals and
thus conceptually unlimited data can be buffered in the mobile
node’s memory from one time period to the next. Therefore
links in L2 can carry ideally the total number of all media
fragments.
Our graph G has links L1 from the BS to all nodes j 2 Vp
for all time periods except time period 0. However, not all
of these L1 links can have non-zero flow at the same time.
We represent with each link (BS; j) 2 L1 a transmission that
started at time one time period ahead at time t(j)   1 in the
case of k = 1; in the case of k = 2, it started t(j)   2
time periods ahead and for general k, t(j)   2k 1 periods
ahead. Suppose that there is flow on the link (BS; j) 2 L1
with j = (MN; t; 3), since this transmission will take 4 time
periods, it needs to start at time t(j)  4 to end at time t(j).
The time that the transmission ends is time t(j) and the time
that the transmission begins depends on k(j) and in fact it
is t(j)   2k(j) 1. Then there cannot be any flow on the L1
links (BS; i) with i = (MN; t0; k0) for t(j)   4  t0  t(j)
and for all k0. This is because there is physically only one L1
link and the rest are just virtual replicas, so only one can be
used. The illustration in figure 2c shows an example of a set
of three copies of the media stream (k = 3) that take 1; 2
and 4 (2k 1) time periods to complete respectively. Therefore
while a transmission takes place over p(k) time epochs, no
other L1 link within that time interval should be active.
When k = 1 for a media fragment of size F (1) =
(m)R(m) the transmission time is simply (m) units of
time since we are in the mth region. For a downlink rate
R(m) in location m within the cell that matches the fragment
size F (k), there is a valid link at every time period, i.e.,
(BS; j) 2 L1; 8j = (MN; t; 1) 2 Vp. On the other hand,
if the downlink rate cannot match the fragment size (the case
where a higher encoding media stream exists) the transmission
events take longer than a single time period. For example,
when k = 2 we have F (2) = 2(m)R(m) then transmissions
of a single fragment takes p(2) = 2 time periods to complete,
and for k = 3 it takes p(k) = 2k 1 = 22 = 4 periods to
complete.
For j = (MN; t; k) 2 Vp we let the set O(j) be the set
of L1 links before time t(j) that cannot co-transmit with link
(BS; j) 2 L1. Formally,
O(j) = O(MN; t; k) =

(BS; i) 2 L1; i = (MN; t0; k0)
for t  2k 1  t0  t; for all k0
(3)
We will introduce constraints that prohibit the co-transmission
of (BS; j) with any link in O(j).
Given the above constraints the feasible directed paths from
the BS to the sink S represent all feasible ways of serving the
media file to the mobile node. Therefore we define xij 2 Z
to be the flow variable on link (i; j) 2 L which represents the
number of data fragments that go through the link (i; j). Let
N be the total number of data fragments that we want to sent
to MN from the BS, then the capacity of link (i; j) is given
by
uij =

1 for (i; j) 2 L1
N for (i; j) 2 L2 [ L3; (4)
where note that L1 links are designed to carry only one data
fragment, whereas the other links can carry the whole load.
The aim of our problem is to carry N data fragments from
the BS to theMN during the T time epoch via some encoding
stream and this is represented as a path from BS to the sink
7node S on G. If we let b(i) represent the supply of data
fragments at node i (negative b(i) indicates demand) that are
waiting to be transmitted or physically transferred to other
nodes that have a demand for data fragments. We must haveP
i2V b(i) = 0, which means supply must equal demand.
Therefore, on G we put a supply of N fragments at node BS
and a demand of N data fragments at node S. Any feasible
flow x on G should satisfy these supply/demands along with
the capacity and co-transmission constraints discussed above.
b(i) =
8<: +N i = BS N i = S
0 otherwise
(5)
Thus a feasible flow x on G is a path from BS to S satisfying
some constraints and we want to pick the one that finds a good
tradeoff between energy consumption and quality of media
content playback. To do this we define costs on the arcs as
follows:
For energy consumption, if it is an L1 link we use the
energy consumed during transmission, and if it is an L2 link
the storage power, and there is no cost for L3 links. The energy
consumed in transmission of a fragment of size F (k) for link
(BS; j) 2 L1 calculated as follows,
E(BS; j) = PCx (k(j);m) + PTx(BS; j) (k(j);m); (6)
where PCx is the circuit power consumption and PTx is the
transmit power over link (BS; j) 2 L1 defined as,
PTx(BS; j) =
N0B
h(BS; j)
2R(m)=B   1 (7)
with h(BS; j) being the channel gain of link (i; j; k) 2 L1.
For (i; j) 2 L2, we must have by definition of L2 links
t(j) = t(i) + 1 and k(i) = k)j), and the energy consumed
to keep data in the terminal’s memory for future playback is
simply,
E(i; j) = PRn(k(i))(m); (i; j) 2 L2: (8)
where PRn(k) is the retention power consumption of the
memory units per fragment of encoding rate Z(k).
Finally, given the existence of multiple media streams, there
is a trade-off between minimizing the energy consumption and
maximizing the quality of media content playback. This trade-
off is expressed here as a weighted cost function between these
two conflicting objectives,
cij =

E(i; j)  Z(k) (i; j) 2 L1 [ L2
0 (i; j) 2 L3 (9)
with the weighting factor  adjusted accordingly to give more
emphasis to the media quality for higher values and more
weight is given to the energy expenditure for lower  values.
B. Linear Programming Formulation
Given the network G = (V; L) with capacities uij , de-
mand/supplies bi and costs cij we would like to find the
least costly path from BS to S that satisfies the capacity,
demand/supply constraints along with the co-transmission
constraints of L1 links. This network flow problem can be
formulated as a linear program (LP) as follows:
(P1)min
x
X
(i;j)2L
cijxij s:t: (10)X
(BS;j)2O(j)
xBS;j  1 j 2 Vp (11)
X
j:t(j)=t0
X
i:(i;j)2L1[L2
xij 
2666
t0X
l=1
(m(l))
&
3777 t0 = 1; : : : ; T
(12)X
j:(i;j)2L
xij  
X
r:(r;i)2L
xri = b(i) i 2 V (13)
0  xij  uij ; xij 2 Z (14)
The objective function in problem (P1) minimizes the
weighted sum cost of communicating N fragments of data
from the BS to the MN (or in G it finds the least costly
feasible path from node BS to node S). Equations (13) are the
flow conservation constrains that ensure that supply or demand
at each node is satisfied and (14) are capacity constraints
and non-negativity constraints that ensure that the flow is
within capacity. The objective with constraints (13) and (14)
constitute the typical minimum cost flow problem that can be
found in [20]. Constraints (11) and (12) are specific to our
optimization problem.
Constraint inequalities (11) ensure that at each time in-
stance, no concurrent transmissions take place from the BS to
the MN using different media encoding streams. Specifically,
they ensure that at most one link from the set O(j) (see
equation (3)) of L1 links can transmit for each j 2 Vp.
Constraints (12) ensure that at each time instance there is
enough downlink data for uninterrupted playback. The right
hand side of the constraints is the lower bound needed for
uninterrupted playback. The left hand side is the total flow of
data fragments that go into the group of nodes (MN; t0; k)
in Vp of time epoch t0. The constraint ensures that at each
time t0 the number of data fragments that arrive at MN via
transmission or via physical transfer is not less than the lower
bound.
Since we require the downlink of fragments of media files,
the integrality constraint on the flow variables is a natural
assumption. Note that the constraints in (12) enforce the real-
time viewing requirements for smooth playback. With this
constraints, a minimum buffer is maintained for uninterrupted
playback but no upper bound is placed on the playback buffer
(the maximum upper bound is of course either the memory
availability or the maximum fragment count). However, this
property is the fundamental change we propose in this paper
as opposed to the static buffer size that is required to be
maintained in current implementations of AS technologies.
The key benefit of dynamic playback buffer as explained
before is to allow for the best choice of fragment requests to be
made depending on current and future networking conditions
observed/anticipated.
In the case of progressive download, the constraints in (12)
8are replaced by,
p(k)NX
j=1
xijk = N; (i 7! j)k 2 L1 (15)
where the decision on the selected stream is done at the
session setup and the same stream is maintained to the
session termination. On the other hand, for the traditional
streaming service the maximum available media stream is
selected to match the downlink datarate. Mathematically, the
rate of fragment requests for a selected media stream k can
be described as follows,
xijk = 1 8 j such that
jX
t=1
(m)  &;  = 1; : : : ; N (16)
Finally in the case of EST the constraints in (12) are
redundant and thus the optimization problem is identical to
problem (P1) excluding those constraints in equation (12).
C. Algorithmic Implementation
Recall that in the derivation of the space-time network
above, node replication was done under the assumption that
a constant velocity is maintained over the time horizon T ;
that constant velocity was the instantaneous velocity of the
mobile node (or the average velocity over the recent past).
Even though such an assumption would be valid for highway
scenarios or scenarios with predicable mobility patters, in
some case would be highly unlikely that a mobile node would
maintain its velocity over long time durations. To remedy this
problem and to allow for corrective actions to be taken on
out-dated decisions, the forwarding paths can be recomputed
at frequent time intervals. By doing so, the robustness of the
forwarding decisions is increased and the maximum energy
gains are obtained.
As such, algorithm 1 presents the iterative re-computation
of the forwarding paths. We let T be the end of the horizon
of running the algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Iterative-MF scheme.
1: Compute estimates of location and velocity information.
2: Update supply/demand parameters.
3: Re-construct space time network using steps 1, 2.
4: Solve problem (P1) for time horizon t  ! t+ T where t
is the current time.
5: Execute decisions for the first  time periods.
6: Go to step 1 after t +  units of time, unless t + T > T
and in this case stop.
After updating the location and velocity of the mobile
node in step 1 of algorithm 1, a new space-time network
is build based on this transit information and the remaining
media content to be delivered (steps 2 and 3). The forwarding
decisions are being re-computed from the optimal solution to
the LP on this space-time-stream network (step 4). From those
end-to-end forwarding paths, the decisions for the first  time
units are followed (step 5) before a new iteration takes place
(step 6 in algorithm 1).
Each iteration of the algorithm solves the LP (P1). We know
that the complexity of the LP is polynomial in the input size,
which in itself depends on the size of the space time network,
which is jVpj = T  K. If we let this polynomial be f
then f (jVP j) is the complexity of solving the LP, and thus
the complexity of algorithm 1 is ( TT )f (jVP j). Thus, when
the cell is small (large), for a constant terminal velocity, the
residence time is smaller and thus T (and jVpj) will be smaller
(bigger). When the terminal velocity is higher, for a constant
cell size, T (and jVpj) will be smaller. Thus, the computational
complexity increases when the cell size increases or when the
terminal velocity decreases.
The proposed algorithm is applicable to run at the client side
with network support or at the network side assisted by the
mobile terminal. This by no means excludes other possibilities
such as for example that the algorithm runs on a cloud.
V. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS
We evaluate in this section the performance gains of the
proposed MF enhancements to media streaming technologies
(AS and EST) as introduced in the previous sections. We
compare the proposed energy efficient adaptive streaming (EE-
AS) and energy efficient electronic sell-through (EE-EST)
variants of the respective media delivery methods (i.e., AS
and EST) to both TS and PD.
A. Communication Model
A 10MHz LTE system is considered with the distance
depended signal attenuation expressed as follows [21],
L(d) = 105:5 + 21log10(d) (17)
where d is the transmission distance measured in kilometers
and a noise figure of 5 dB is included. Other location specific
parameters such as shadowing and antenna gain pattern can be
considered for the channel gain h, however we neglect such
parameters as we would like to show here the potential gains
for an arbitrary network layout. Also note that this is a valid
system scenario in highway deployments where shadowing
effects are minor and BS antennas are directed on the roads.
The cell radius is D = 800m and four rate regions are
assumed with achieved downlink datarates R(1) = 200Kbps,
R(2) = 400Kbps, R(3) = 800Kbps and R(4) = 1600Kbps
within regions D1 = D, D2 = D=2, D3 = D=4 and
D4 = D=8, respectively. The noise power spectral density
is N0 =-174dBm/Hz. The transmit power is PTx can then be
calculated from (7). The terminal circuit power consumption is
PCx = 150mW and the power consumed by the storage mem-
ory per chunk of density 512Mb is approximately 18.12mW
for a Mobile DRAM unit [22].
B. Media Streaming requirements
We consider the download of a media file from a server
which maintains three copies of the video at different en-
coding streams. The nominal encoding rates are Z =
100; 200; 400Kbps [23]. This video is fragmented into N = 55
chunks of & = 2sec duration.
9C. Mobility Model
The mobile terminal is simply assumed to travel at an
average velocity of v = 15m/s. While we make the assumption
that the user initial location at call setup is uniformly dis-
tributed along the cell radius, we explicitly show the solutions
of the different schemes at several locations within the cell
to illustrate the preference to the different media delivery
technologies in relation to the users location and velocity.
D. Numerical Results
Figure 3 illustrates the solutions to TS, PD, EE-AS and
EE-EST for a mobile node crossing a single cell. The trans-
mission instances (indicated as green links) on the space-time
network, provide an understanding on the operation of the
different delivery schemes (results are shown for =0). With
the selected encoding rate matching the maximum downlink
datarate, the TS scheme forwards fragments at constant time
intervals to maintain uninterrupted playback, as shown in
figure 3a. PD on the other hand selects a copy of the media
stream that satisfies the original downlink datarate achieved at
call setup and maintains the connection until the complete file
is downloaded, figure 3b. EE-AS requests adequate fragments
to maintain smooth playback while approaching the cell center
and steps up the fragment request rate at the area close to the
BS to achieve minimum energy communication. While moving
away from the BS, the mobile node already has the complete
file in buffer for future playback and thus no communication
occurs at a later stage as shown in figure 3c. Moreover, with no
real-time constraints, EE-EST utilizes only the best locations
within the cell for communication (i.e., in the locality of the
BS in this case) and thus communication occurs at the closest
points to the BS until the complete file is downloaded, figure
3d.
Figure 4 further shows the Energy Consumption Gains
(ECG) of the proposed EE-AS and EE-EST schemes to TS
and PD i.e., the ratio of energy consumption of TS and PD to
the proposed schemes for different video quality performance
(i.e., for varying  values). It is evident that the proposed
schemes provide substantial energy efficiency gains to both
TS and PD. More specifically, in the case of EE-AS when
energy consumption is the primary objective, the energy gains
account for a factor greater than 2 and 3 to TS and PD,
respectively. Moreover, for the EE-EST case, the gains are
more than 70 and 100 times the achieved performance of TS
and PD respectively. Note that the ECG values of EE-EST
change abruptly from  = 0 to  = 0:0001. This simply
indicates that the costs are more sensitive to small values of 
between that range. Clearly this is the case due to the fact that
the transmit power consumption is significantly lower around
the BS and contributes to smaller percentage to the total energy
cost. However we keep the varying range of  the same as for
the other schemes for consistency.
Evidently these gains can be sacrificed for higher quality
video delivery (increasing values of ). In figure 5 the distri-
bution of delivered fragments (of different quality) are shown.
For the three nominal encoding rates considered in this work,
the fragment quality is simply classified as ‘Low Quality’,
‘Standard Quality’ and ‘High Quality’. As opposed to PD that
downloads low quality fragments due to the initial bad condi-
tions over the wireless link, TS can improve the performance
as the channel gains increase by simply requesting higher order
encoding streams. That is to say, whenever the channel quality
is better (and hence the achievable data rate is higher) a better
media quality fragment can be send to the client for playback
(as shown in Fig. 5a). However the superior performance of
EE-AS and EE-EST is apparent with significant portions of
the highest quality fragments being delivered. These results
also serve as a sensitivity analysis of the  parameter on the
forwarding strategies to be followed. As shown in the figure,
properly selecting the  parameter results to the delivery of
different quality video fragments; with higher  delivering
substantially better video fragments especially for EE-AS and
EE-EST.
Further, figure 6 illustrates the variations in the energy
consumption when the initial location of the user at call setup
is varied from the cell edge to the cell center. Fig. 6a depicts
the absolute energy cost of transmitting the video content by
all approaches, demonstrating the significant improvements in
energy efficiency that can be achieved by deferring transmis-
sions to locations closer to the BS (i.e., the solutions of EE-
AS and EE-EST as shown in the figure). In that respect it
also demonstrates the sensitivity of the proposed forwarding
approach for video delivery requests conducted across the
whole cell. Noticeably, the energy consumption drops as
delivery requests are made closer to the cell center (i.e., at
displacements close to 800m that approach the cell radius)
while that energy increases when requests are made by users
moving away from the cell center as shown in the figure.
As expected, the gains achieved by EE-AS to TS (in figure
6b) increase when the user’s initial location is closest to the
BS. This is clearly the case as the TS will have to transmit
over longer distances as the user moves away from the BS
at future time instances. Interestingly, the gains also increase
when compared to PD (5-fold reductions in the area around
600 to 400 meters away from the BS as shown in figure 6b).
This is due to the fact that EE-AS needs to transmit less data
over the bad channel gains improving its performance. The
performance of EE-AS and PD is the same in the area near
the BS. This is clearly the case because transmitting as soon as
possible at the shortest distances away from the BS achieves
the maximum gains.
For the case of EE-EST, figure 6c shows the energy effi-
ciency gains compared to both TS and PD. Clearly the gains
of EE-EST drop to meet the performance of PD as the initial
user position is shifted towards the cell center. This is the case
because PD improves its performance as the initial location of
the user is within a closer vicinity to the BS which experiences
better channel gains. Interestingly, the performance gains of
EE-EST also drop when compared to TS. While the BS needs
to transmit over longer distances as the user crosses the cell
center and moves away from the cell in the case of TS, for the
case of EST the BS sends over the best channel gains but the
terminal has to store the complete file over longer time periods
and ahead of playback time; reducing in that way the overall
energy efficiency gains of EE-EST. Nevertheless, it is evident
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Fig. 3. Solutions to TS, PD, EE-AS and EE-EST are illustrated in figures 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d respectively.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of received fragments from the different achieved quality levels for varying values of weighting parameter .
that the proposed MF schemes (either EE-AS or EE-EST) take
into account all these conditions and sources of energy waste
to achieve the maximum possible energy efficiencies for each
case. As shown, the proposed MF schemes can in many cases
provide many-fold energy efficiency gains in communicating
multimedia streams over the wireless channel.
As alluded from the above, the proposed optimization
problem can be executed online (as shown by Algorithm 1) to
ensure that the best possible gains are achieved. As shown in
Fig. 6b a 5 increase in battery life (i.e., the tipping point in
the curve that evaluates EE-AS against PD in the latter figure)
should be achieved by EE-AS when compared to the same
video content delivery that employs basic progressive down-
load (currently employed by YouTube, for example). Much
higher saving in battery life can be expected compared to
Traditional Streaming as shown by the increasing performance
gains in the same figure. In absolute terms, for a transmission
starting at the cell edge and for  set to 0, traditional stream-
ing consumes 12 joules, progressive download consumes 7.8
joules and the proposed EE-AS consumes a mere 4 joules. The
same rule applies for EE-EST and the current state-of-the-art
PD and TS techniques.
It is worth pointing out that in this paper power consump-
tion losses due to BS cooling, various intermediate-frequency
and base-band operations (including for example analogue-
to-digital conversion) as well as losses due to the inherent
inefficiencies of the Power Amplifier (PA) have not been taken
into account. As vividly pointed in [24] the difference between
the actual power transmission (as considered in this paper)
and the power supply from the grid (i.e., the overall power
consumption of the BS) differ by approximately one order of
magnitude. For example a BS with a power transmission of
20W has a total power consumption of approximately 1200
Watts.
Finally, a sensitivity analysis has been conducted on the for-
warding strategies for EE-AS followed under varying traveling
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Fig. 6. Fig. 6a plots the absolute energy costs of EE-AS while Figs. 6b and 6c plot the energy efficiency gains of EE-AS and EE-EST when the initial
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speeds. To do so, the weighting parameter was set to  = 0
while all other parameters have remained as defined in Section
V-A. Figure 7 illustrates the fragment delivery decisions made
while a mobile node travels from the cell edge to the cell
center at different travelling speeds. Clearly, depending on
the travelling speed forwarding opportunities change and as
a result the delivery decisions change accordingly. At lower
speeds, more fragment deliveries are made while the terminal
approaches the BS, as compared to higher speeds, to ensure
that playback does not freeze. However there are ample
opportunities at the cell center for bulk data transfer (since the
node spends more time near the BS) and thus the gradient of
the curve is bigger in that area. Evidently the opposite happens
for larger speeds where less transmissions need to take place
at the edge of the cell since the mobile node approaches the
BS faster but then bulk fragment delivery commences sooner
to make up for the sparse delivery opportunities closer to the
cell center.
VI. RELATED WORK
A. State-of-the-art solutions
Of the 66.88 million adults living in the UK [25], 93%
personally use a mobile phone and currently approximately
58% use their mobile device to access the Internet up from
15% three years ago [26]. Even so, the additional burden of
the data traffic generated by this percentage of subscribers was
adequate in increasing system utilization high enough for all
customers to experience degraded performance and frequent
service outages. In response, mobile network operators were
forced to place caps on data bundles to limit the impact
of system overload. The same pattern is repeated in other
European countries and around the world. Special focus has
been placed in minimizing the energy consumption from the
grid rather than the RF (transmitted) energy consumption
[27] as well understanding the fundamental trade-offs between
energy consumption and delivered quality of service to the end
(mobile) user [28].
Moreover, this increase in system utilization has further
exacerbated the power usage deficiencies of current cellular
deployments and has stigmatized the telecommunication sector
with a significant contribution to the total CO2 emissions on
the planet [29][30][31]. Furthermore, with the increase in data
usage, mobile operators have seen a dramatic increase in the
operational expenditure cost while users have suffered from
limited mobile usability due to the short battery recharging
periods. In the former case, significant research effort has been
placed in manufacturing hardware components with reduced
power requirements. More specifically, the Base Station (BS)
components at the radio access network have received sig-
nificant attention as they are responsible for approximately
50% of the total energy profile of a typical mobile operator
(with another 30% attributed to the core and switching net-
work) [29]. Further, different BS architectures are also being
discussed by the research community; including distributed
antenna systems with potentially remote radio heads [32].
Alternatively, software solutions are being considered with
dynamic spectrum sharing [33][34] and sleep modes being the
prominent two solutions to save energy under low utilization
periods [35][36][37][38]. All these techniques are especially
important if the trend of shrinking cell sizes is to continue in
order to support the increased datarate requirements of today’s
and tomorrow’s mobile communication needs. Clearly the
same two paths (in terms of hardware and software advances)
are also being considered in the case of mobile phones [39].
However significant research and development has already
been conducted in the past for reducing the energy waste of
the inherently battery constraint mobile devices and thus little
additional gains are expected from such mechanisms.
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B. Progress in mobile video delivery
While mobile video content delivery continuous to attract
the attention of even more customers and content providers
around the globe, it is only with the recent advances in media
content delivery methods that such demanding services seem
viable and cost efficient. A big step towards this path has been
the introduction of full IP based architectures in cellular net-
works and the merge of the Internet and the mobile domains.
Even so, there are still significant challenges to overcome in
reducing costs to provide such multimedia services over the
Internet and into mobile devices, ranging from providing a
standard audio/video encoding format at the application layer,
optimizing the message flows at the networking layer and
providing flexibility at the physical layer in coping with the
upcoming step increase in system utilization, [40][41][42].
Further, while HTTP Adaptive Streaming shows to be the
preferred technology to be adopted for OTT media services,
techniques that allow HTTP Progressive Download with rate
adaptation are also being proposed for those legacy software
on current mobile terminals [43]. Also significant work is
done to improve efficiency of broadcasting protocols over
wireless cellular systems, with the work in [44] detailing joint
application-layer information, MAC layer priority handling
and Reed-Solomon coding to handle bursts errors and increase
the user perceived video quality.
Moreover, and even though significant effort is being place
in realizing scalable and efficient content delivery techniques,
only minor research has addressed the energy efficiency im-
plications of the different delivery methods in use today. The
work in [45] details empirical results from measurements on
the energy consumption of video download/playback from
different access technologies. The authors indicate that switch-
ing between wireless wide area networks to WLANs can
possible achieve savings in energy in the case of PD. Similar
to the latter work, the study in [46] details mobile phone
measurements from different radio access technologies and
propose a delay flexible scheduling algorithm to minimize
operational energy consumption on mobile phones. Further,
[48] details a testbed implementation for evaluating the energy
efficiency of different access technologies for mobile content
delivery, arguing that switching to the fastest available access
network, provides the best energy efficiency gains. However,
to our knowledge there has been no study until now to address
the energy consumption performance of the various media
delivery techniques currently employed and no effort has been
made in optimizing the media delivery algorithms for energy
efficiency. In this work we address the latter issues and show
that intelligently selecting the media delivery fragment request
rate can achieve significant energy efficiency gains. A number
of key challenges for mobile video are detailed in [47].
The actual mobility of nodes has been considered in the past
by several authors in providing performance improvements in
wireless networks under different scenarios. In infrastructure-
less networks, mobility has been used extensively as the means
to provide connectivity in sparse networks [9][49][50][51],
increase capacity in ad-hoc networks [52] and reduce the
energy consumption in communication [53][54][55]. In cel-
lular networks, the work in [56] details how location and
mobility information of moving terminals can be used to assist
network protocols increase system performance. In a similar
fashion to our work, the authors use mobility estimates from
sensory inputs for bit rate adaptation over the wireless channel,
access point association, neighborhood maintainable in mesh
deployments and path selection in vehicular networks. In con-
trast to the aforemention studies however, we detail here the
energy efficiency aspects of media content delivery (with and
without real-time viewing requirements) in cellular networks.
Moreover, the proposed MF schemes leverage the benefits
of the new Adaptive Streaming technologies to provide high
quality energy efficient content delivery over the air.
C. The proposed Mechanical Forwarding applicability
A brief word on the applicability of this scheme. Clearly
the proposed MF strategy provides benefits when nodes are
mobile. Some scenarios that this is the case include motor-
ways, railway systems, urban commute either via automotives
or pedestrian mobility. We argue that for the majority of
the cases that the users are static they could be serviced
by a WLAN that could provide energy savings as shown
by previous studies. However, for the case of mobile users
that are traditionally serviced by macrocells (for example to
reduce handover signalling) the proposed scheme promises to
provide significant benefits at no expense on the perceivable
user experience.
Notably the proposed video streaming techniques can be
integrated into a BS packet scheduling engine under the widely
used assumption that some form of per-service differentiation
is allowed. This is the case for example in LTE networks
where in addition to QoS for different flows a large number
of additional channel quality related information can be used.
Having said that, within LTE standardization the scheduling
algorithm used is not specified in the standard and it is BS
(or Evolved Node B as it called in LTE nomenclature) vendor
specific.
In parallel to the developments of video streaming tech-
niques, the emergence of Information Content Networking
(ICN) architectures will allow content to be cached topologi-
cally closer to the mobile user. As a result real time fast feed-
back based video player buffer management at the application
layer would be possible. Extension of the proposed schemes
to such emerging architectures would be an interesting future
avenue of research.
In addition to the above, the proposed scheme could be
considered as a natural fit to the emerging split-architectures
for 5G wireless networks [57], [58], [59]. In split architectures
signaling nodes are responsible for the coverage and are
usually assumed to deliver low rate services, over long ranges;
whereas pico-cells data nodes can be activated and deactivated
depending on the traffic demand and it is designed for high
rate and small ranges. This decoupling between control plane
and data rate can be considered as a physical one in the general
case and therefore depending on the mobility of the user and
location of targeted pico-cells the macro controller can utilize
the proposed technique in order to stream video content to the
users.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, energy efficient strategies for media content
delivery over mobile cellular networks are being investigated.
We consider simple to implement, practical solutions for the
problem of delivering audio/video files to mobile terminals
with and without real-time viewing constraints. By capitalizing
on the actual mobility of nodes we devise energy efficient
forwarding strategies to maximize energy gains at no expense
on the perceivable user experience. These schemes, termed
Mechanical Forwarding, can achieve many-fold savings in
energy consumption and are of very low computational com-
plexity. A mathematical programming problem has been de-
rived which can be solved optimally at low computational
cost. Translating the achieved energy savings into battery life
extension of the mobile terminal is left as an future research.
Finally, the proposed MF schemes can be considered as an
energy saving feature of adaptive streaming systems and can
be implemented today with minor modification to the current
protocol implementations as discussed above.
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